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Abstract— The Principal Intentions Of This Paper Are To 

Design Spur Gear To Rotate Steam Tube Dryer Shell. Gear 

Design Is Considered To The Most Important And 

Complicated Field Of Mechanical Engineering Design, 

Because of It is Wide Usage And Application In Mechanical 

And Electrical System. The Rotary Dryer Is A Type Of 

Industrial Dryer Employed To Reduce Or Minimize The 

Liquid Moisture Content Of The Material By Bringing It In 
Direct Content With Heated Gas. Rotary Dryer Have Many 

Application But Are Most Commonly Seen In The Mineral 

Industry For Drying Sands, Limestone , Stones And Soil 

Ores, Fertilizers Wood Chips, Coal, Iron Sulphate , Filter 

Cakes, Sewage Sludge, Etc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Basically, the drying process in a rotary installation consists 

in the reduction of the outlet moisture content of a product 

to a desired value. This process uses a continuous rotary 

drum in which the wet material is tumbled, or mechanically 

turned over, usually in the same direction, while extremely 

hot air is continuously flowing. The purpose of any gear 

mesh is to transmit rotary motion and torque from one 

location to another at a consistent rate. Various rating 

practices from AGMA, ISO and others go into great detail 

about the tooth proportions, accuracy requirements, material 
selection and cutting methods to produce a tooth that 

satisfies the requirements of the application.In the realm of 

large gears defined as three meters (10 feet) in diameter and 

above a solid blank fulfills the design engineers maxim of 

making the part difficult to manufacture and impossible to 

install. The gear was fabricated from low alloy cast steel. 

Due to its inclination (1°18') and a lifter flights system, the 

dryer operating at 2.5 rpm makes the product drive along its 

inside mixing it with hot gases about 130C. In this way, the 

material gets dry slowly and the gases full of humidity leave 

the dryer being vacuumed by the fan. The average weight of 
dryer when it is in working is around 1000tonnes. The main 

characteristics of the reversible spur gear system is high 

output torque and specific loads on the tooth flank call for 

special materials to be used. 

 
Fig. 1: Rotary steam tube dryer 

II. BACKGROUND 

In rotary steam tube dryer heat is transfer with the help of 

conduction. They are indirect type of method in which 

product does not come in contact with heating medium 
(steam). It has long history of service, drying wide range of 

product. For long life reliability, Devonport Dryer design 

robust dryers used. Rotary steam tube dryers have ability to 

dry at lower temperature. Dryers which uses steam as heat 

source instead of hot air tend to operate with greater thermal 

efficiency. Cost of installed steam tube Dryer is same as 

direct fire dryer. Due to few parameters which is have to 

control, it's a easier and safer to operate. Rotary steam tube 

dryer are safe during start- up and shut-down. The rotary 

steam tube dryer is used in chemical and process industry. It 

is associated with tonnage product. The inlet temperature for 
direct fire dryer is an order of 6500c and maximum up to 

8500c.The power required is in the range of 75 to 18000kw 

or 100 to 24000hp in single or dual motor configurations. 

Gears can have face width approximately 1.2m with range 

up to 14 m. Normally tooth size in the range of 20 to 40 

modules. Single stage reduction gear range is 8:1 to max 

20:1. Girth gear which having diameter 7.5m are 

manufactured in two segments and If size is bigger than this 

then it will done on four to six segments and this depend 

upon the foundry’s liquid metal pouring capacity or the 

largest forging that’s available for a weldment. 

Considerations for blank design: 

 Reduction of strength rating by moving The location of 

bending fatigue failure Into the gear rim from the tooth 

root (KBmfactor) 

 Effect of rim deflection on the load distribution (Factor 

Km) 

 Influence of the mating element on load distribution 

factor Km 

 Definition of dynamic alignment techniques to achieve 

correct mesh patterns [1]. 

 
Fig. 2: Fatigue analysis of girth gear of a steam tube dryer 

III. MATERIAL CHOICES  

As our mechanism is open to the atmosphere, it is very 

important to selection of material for the gear pair for a 

required application. As the teeth on pinion are more 
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frequently stressed than the girth gear’s teeth, the material 

which chosen for pinion gear is must be have higher 

hardness than that of girth gear. For girth gear design there 
are mostly two choices are used first is fabrication and 

second is cost structure. Ashby’s method which is an 

advance material selection technique was used in suitable 

material selection.  Steel, cast iron and bronze can be used 

for a gear material. The fabricated structure includes of a 

rolled rim SAE 1045 or rolled ring forging SAE 4340 plate 

that is welded to a web plate stiffeners. 180 HBW is 

hardness for the 1045 material & for 4340 plate it is up to 

265 HBW. 180 HBW to 335 HBW is the most common 

range of design hardness. For large gear blank design cast 

steel is commonly used. Alternate cast material is ductile 

iron, it have similar weight optimization as cast steel; but the 
advance benefit is that it absorb noise vibration due to 

precipitated graphite particles. In this way the material can 

be selected as it have suitable hardness and less noisy also 

which is preferable to cost. 

IV. CONSTRUCTION 

Normally, there are two types of basic structural design for 

girth gears consisting of Y-section and T-section structure. 
The Y-section is mostly used for cast steel and to a lesser 

extent for ductile iron. Whereas the T-section is widely 

utilized in steel and ductile iron casting due to its simplicity 

and less weight. The overall consideration is the total cost of 

providing torque in term of selecting low speed (200 rpm) 

motor in place of a high speed motor (1170-740 rpm).  

V. DESIGN RECOMMENDATION 

The closely dimensioned and standardized configuration 
inherent in the function of gears severely limits the latitude 

of the designer in selecting a low-cost alternative design. 

Some points for consideration, applicable to machined, 

molded, cast, formed, or stamped gears, are the following: 

1) Normally, the coarsest-pitch gear system that performs 

the required function will be the most economical to 

produce. The designer, if given a choice between fine 

pitch gearing and coarse-pitch gearing and provided 

operating requirements permit, should choose the 

coarser-pitch system. 

2) Dimensional tolerances, as controlled by AGMA or 
DIN gear numbers and permissible tooth-to-tooth and 

total cumulative variations and surface finishes, should 

be as liberal as the function of the gears permits. Gears, 

like other manufactured components, are subject to 

geometrically increased costs as tolerances are reduced. 

VI. DESIGN PROCESS 

After giving the input variables, software calculates the 

stresses like bending stress, contact stress etc. for required 
spur gear design. The focus of this is on the procedure used 

to size and select the spur gear using software. Spur gears 

are used in many machine design applications. The selection 

process required many calculations and design. To generate 

or design gear, several parameter required such as power 

transmitted, input speed, gear ratio, initial no. teeth and 

pressure angle which are needed to calculate all the rest (like 

output speed, no. of gear teeth, center distance etc) and 

evaluation factors such as factor of safety ,quality, reliability 

etc. this data enter  into requirements panel with the help of 
this data, further necessary information derived from them. 

then system generate the design concept. The gear material 

selection is easy with the help of user interface to three 

extendable database and which are also contain material of 

shaft to determine hole diameter for gear pinion and wheel. 

After putting basic requirement in requirement panel. ACES 

automatically carries out geometrical calculations and 

strength analysis according to AGMA standard power rating 

and generate suitable gear construction. Design procedure 

carried out through series of steps. in first step, tooth profile 

is defined analytically from the basic geometrical parameter 

like no. of teeth, pressure angle, tooth thickness etc. and 
with the help of this data further information can be derived. 

The concept of design is generally generated by in terms of 

diametral pitch. Once a sector of the metting gear tooth 

profile is defined, automatic finite element meshes for 2D 

models are generated within the gear contour to create 

accurate geometrical modelling and representation of the 

real load conditions. load can be applied on anywhere in 

working tooth profile and then contact stress, fillet stress, 

tooth deflection can be determined at desired position along 

line of contact, to obtain better estimation of risk of failure. 

This is the totally automated process. After all requirement, 
satisfy the successful power rating is achieved. Construction 

type automatically choosen for both pinion and wheel. 

VII. MODELLING 

Simulation practitioners recommend increasing the 

complexity of a model iteratively. An important issue in 

modelling is model validity. Model validation techniques 

include simulating the model under known input conditions 

and comparing model output with system output. Generally, 
a model intended for a simulation study is a mathematical 

model developed with the help of simulation software. 

Mathematical model classifications include deterministic 

(input and output variables are fixed values) or stochastic (at 

least one of the input or output variables is probabilistic); 

static (time is not taken into account) or dynamic (time-

varying interactions among variables are taken into 

account). Typically, simulation models are stochastic and 

dynamic. 

VIII. SIMULATION 

Simulation is the system is operation model. The model can 

be experimented and recon figured with usually this is 

impossible too impractical to do in the system it represents. 

They are operational model can be studied, and hence 

properties can concerning the behavior of the actual system. 

Simulation is the process of experimental with a model of 

the system that is being studied or designed. Simulation 

program can be classified as  

1) General purpose – General purpose software is a 
language that allows programmer to build their own 

model. 

2) Specially build to simulate specific applications general 

purpose system simulation, marketing application. 

Simulation for steam tube dryer as following processes. 
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 Problem definition 

 System input model construction  

 System model construction 

 Solution process  

Analyzing simulation results: 

Simulations are used before existing system is altered or 

new system built to reduce chance of failure to meet 

specification. Eliminate on fore seen bottlenecks to prevent 

over utilization of resources and to optimize system 

performance.  

IX. CONCLUSION 

 There are a number of the component of the design 

process including the calculation, material selection,  

material strength, duty and manufacturing quality  that 

are including product development.  

 In this paper geometry of integration of the spur gear is 

used in order for relational design to be successfully 

implemented. 
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